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INTRODUCTION

III. DESIGN & PROCESS QUALIFICATION

The ITER Poloidal Field (PF) magnet system is composed of six circular coils, consisting of winding packs (WP) made up from a stack of Double Pancakes (DP)
wound of NbTi cable-in-conduit superconductor. The largest coil has a diameter of 24 meters, the heaviest weighs 400 tons, and they are designed to produce a
total magnetic energy of 4 Giga Joules at a maximum magnetic field of 6 Tesla for 30,000 inductively driven plasma pulses. The ends of the conductors (in the
outer-most coil turns) of the top and bottom DPs are coil terminations which are connected to the superconducting bus bars of the feeders, being these
conductor exits one of the structural weakest points of the coils. The main function of the tail is to reinforce this region by linking the outer-most
termination to the last-but-one turn, thus guaranteeing the transfer of longitudinal tensile force, through an electrically insulated mechanical connection
featuring a fiberglass strap.

Tension Member – Strap
Three samples were manufactured and tested and the orthotropic mechanical characteristics were measured and were fed back to finalize the analysis.

The PF Coils are subject to electromagnetic forces induced from their own magnetic field and the magnetic field generated from the rest of the ITER magnet
system, the thermal stresses during cooldown and warmup cycles and DC/AC high voltage levels. The tail component shall withstand these conditions while
staying within the geometrical boundaries imposed by the conductor dimensions, in order to avoid any protrusion on the winding pack surface.
The EU is responsible for 5 out of the 6 PF Coils for being manufactured in Europe and the 6th in China under the Collaboration Agreement with ASIPP.

Failure of the steel body after 32,2773 cycles at 4 times
the nominal load. The strap withstood the load

Radiographic test qualification by comparison with
computed tomography and micrographic inspection

Welded Joints
TIG Manual welding process was chosen and the qualification activity was divided in three steps:

Overall view of the ITER PF magnet system, including one
(out of 18) Toroidal Field Coils for reference

PF Coil termination area showing the conductor exits
where the tail components are installed

PF Coil Top DP with the detail of the tail assembly and the
identification of the parts

Step 1 – Pipe to pipe butt weld

Step 2 – Welding on a representative geometry

Step 3 – Weld design and NDT

ISO 15614 qualification and additional tensile and impact
test at 4K

ISO 15613 qualification and the addition al requirement of
temperature limitation in the superconductive strands

Representative samples of the weld joint underwent NDT
and mechanical fatigue test

Pipe to pipe butt weld and the collected specimens for the
impact test and a macro-graphic examination as example

Cable strands temperature monitoring during the welding
activity. Temperature below the threshold of 250°C

Sample received after the mechanical fatigue testing.
Max. strain of 0.083% (~300kN) during 600,000 cycles

II. NEW TAIL DESIGN DESCRIPTION
The old Tail concept transferred the longitudinal tensile force from the end of the outermost conductor to the adjacent turns by shear. Instead the design
presented in this poster incorporates an additional load transfer mechanism; tensile through a chain of parts connecting the two outermost turns. The tail
is composed by two sub-assemblies which are installed in different phases of the manufacturing stage:
- the Assembly #1: is installed and welded during the winding process
- the Assembly #2: is installed and welded once the winding is finished by pulling the last turn apart
Welds

Tail Partial Mock-Up
Strap

Coupling

Assembly #1
Old Tail design relying on the load transfer by shear

The Tail Partial Mock-Up represents the mechanical connection and the electrical insulation of the component. This sample was manufactured considering the
boundary conditions planned in the series production of the tail: the manufacturing operations were performed simulating the available space in production.

Assembly #2

New tail design with the additional weld and the strap

Manufacturing sequence intermediate step

II. DESIGN VALIDATION
Electromagnetic and mechanical calculations were performed from a simplified global model considering smeared material properties to a detailed local model

Global electromagnetic and mechanical
analysis

Local sub- model consisting of a portion of
the WP containing the tail

Shear stress in the inter-turn insulation around the strap to steel
inter-face showing small areas above the design criteria (80MPa)

Tail to conductor test

Mock-Up from design concept to manufactured piece
through one of the intermediate steps during manual taping

Ground insulation test

AC/DC High Voltage Test before and after mechanical
fatigue test including Partial Discharge measures

Final destructive examination of the mock-up by
sectioning and macro-graphic inspection
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